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Visions and values
Our goals
The organisation’s goal is to provide support for forcibly displaced people, as well as to spread the word
about the current situation for refugees and migrants. Where appropriate, our main focus is helping
children and their mothers.
A Drop in the Ocean coordinates volunteer workers, and collects and distributes the necessary resources, equipment and financial support to provide immediate help when and where it is needed. We also
organise a wide range of activities for people inside and outside the refugee camps where we work in
Greece.

We make it easier to help refugees!
We wish to identify with, and live up to, the values that are highlighted by the Norwegian word HAVET
(meaning “the ocean”).
HAVE–
T–
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Handlekraftige
Ansvarsfulle
Verdiskapende
Empatiske
Tydelige

(we are Dynamic)
(we are Responsible)
(we are Productive)
(we are Empathetic)
(we are Distinct)
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The Year of Advancing Expertise
and Development in the Field
You have fled from death and terror, and you presume you have at last reached a safe place. Then you realise
that you should have risked your life and stayed where you were prior to embarking on the long and dangerous
journey.
At the end of 2018 there were 72 000 people registered as refugees in Greece.
About 16 000 of them were on Greek islands, in camps described by established organisations as being among
the worst of their type in the world. People living in these conditions say that the uncertainty that is inherent in
their situation, alongside the waiting, are among the most difficult things. Many have been given January 2023
as the date of their first asylum interview. This means that their lives have been put on hold for four years, because it is difficult to set roots in a new country before asylum is granted. Many people simply must stay in the
camps. Children who have been on the run their whole lives continue to live in deplorable conditions, even after
arriving in Europe.
A Drop in the Ocean has completed its third year as an aid organisation. In 2018 we were resolved to further
improve the qualifications and effectiveness of our field workers. In particular, our coordinators have more tools at
their disposal in their demanding everyday work. This is to a great extent thanks to the Drop Academy, which offers regular instruction and training. It is heartening that many of our volunteers want to extend their commitment
to A Drop in the Ocean, and that many choose to come back and work with us again and again. This is a clear
statement how worthwhile and important they consider our work.
Volunteer work is undisputedly a necessity in the camps. As several large established organisations left Greece in
2018, today it primarily comprises of smaller ones like A Drop in the Ocean, who bear a huge responsibility. We
work from the principle that every project we initiate should be based on the needs and wishes of those who live
in the camps. Furthermore, our efforts must be sustainable and not be dependent on individuals or specialised
expertise.
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We see the huge need for teaching and instruction, so that the
people in the camps get something out of their life there, while
they are “waiting”. So, both language teaching and
instruction in handicrafts are very popular, and we offer them
in all the places we work. In addition, there is our distribution of
clothes through DropShop, where we put an emphasis on dignity
and freedom of choice.
Trude Jacobsen
New citizens of the world are born every week in the camps, and we still consider our mother-child centres to be
vital responses to a pressing need. It is especially important to help first-time mothers to breastfeed their babies
and give them a good start in life. Many young mothers think replacements for their own milk are better than the
real thing, and therefore do not give breastfeeding a chance. But with a little guidance and with good information
there are now many who breastfeed their children.
We hope nobody feels like it is difficult to contribute in the field. The helper gets a lot in return; you get a new
outlook on the world and on the refugee situation, when you have met with and worked directly with displaced
people yourself. We think this is of crucial importance, and we intend to emphasise this more in the future, and to
quantify it.
It is quite astonishing to think that we have had almost 6 000 volunteers since we started in September 2015.
Our A Drop in the Ocean family has grown into a large international group of people of all ages, from different
social backgrounds and with different nationalities.
In 2018 the small team at our main office in Oslo grew, and by the end of the year there were five people employed there. Additionally, we are lucky to have several volunteers on our team, both in the main office and in local
groups. Together, we cover all the most important administrative functions.
A new chairman of the board was elected in 2018, and two new board members joined the team. At our annual
general meeting it was decided to change our mission statement and to upgrade the place information has in our
work. As the only Norwegian humanitarian organisation working inside the refugee camps in Greece, we have an
important responsibility to communicate to others what the situation for the people living in these camps is really
like.
I would like to express my profound regards to everyone who has contributed to our work in the past year. We
want it to be straightforward for people to help us, and we strive – through our flexible and dynamic organisation
model – to make it so. Without the practical and financial support from private donors and from firms and businesses it would be impossible to accomplish anything like what we do in Greece today.

-Sometimes we ourselves feel that what we are doing is just a drop in the ocean. But the ocean would be less
because of that missing drop.
Mother Theresa

Trude Jacobsen, General Secretary
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A Humanitarian Crisis
A Report on the Refugee Situation in Greece in 2018
BY: GRO WÆRSTAD, POLITICAL ADVISER AT A DROP IN THE OCEAN 2018
The situation in Greece in 2018 was strongly influenced by the fact that the EU had taken comprehensive
steps to stop further northward migration. Stricter border controls, the closure of the borders in the Balkans,
and the agreement that refugees should be returned from EU countries to Turkey, were three important
elements in this process. Several European countries also toughened their laws on allowing foreigners entry,
including stricter rules concerning family reunions.
Following the large-scale migration of refugees across the Mediterranean in 2015, the EU provided Greece
with considerable financial aid. Therefore, the responsibility for running reception facilities and services for
refugees was transferred to the Greek authorities. As a result of this, most of the larger aid organisations
pulled out of Greece, and today A Drop in the Ocean is the only Norwegian organisation still operating in
the refugee camps. The goal of a common European plan – with agreed divisions of responsibility – for the
redirection of refugees from Greece has not been achieved: of the original 160,000 refugees to be relocated
in other countries, only a mere 30,00 had in fact been relocated by the end of July 2017. The political focus
is now to carry out the deal between Turkey and the EU, and border controls have been intensified. In June
2018 the countries of the EU agreed on a further tightening of the refugee policy, resolving to set up asylum
centres outside the EU.

photo: Knut Bry
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Thus, the main feature of the situation today is a very large group of refugees stuck in Greece. They face a long
period of uncertainty, as their waiting for clarification on their status as asylum seekers. Many of these people
also live under the threat of being returned to Turkey. At the same time, new refugees are arriving, both by boat to
the Greek islands, and across the land border in the north between Greece and Turkey. Solely in 2018, a total of
50,511 new refugees came to Greece, 32,497 of them by sea . The largest group by country of origin was the Syrians, whose homeland was in the eighth year of civil war; the second largest group was people from Afghanistan,
and the third largest group was people from Iraq. In October 2018, more than 18,500 refugees were on the Greek
islands and approximately 45,000 on the Greek mainland. These are the official figures, but there are reasons to
believe that there are undocumented refugees living in Greece.
The media interest that was abundant in 2015 and 2016 has significantly decreased, partially because the withdrawal of large organisations in Greece has resulted in less focus on the issue. The absence of media interest has
led to less focus on the refugee crisis, leading people to forget the severity of the issue. Additionally, the authorities have been unable to handle the refugee situation, resulting in a humanitarian crisis where the conditions for
refugees are deteriorating.
In August 2018, the UN High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) wrote that the situation in the hot spot of Moria on Lesvos was approaching the “boiling point”. The UN’s concern is shared by many humanitarian organisations, human rights groups, and activists in the field. A series of reports have emerged, highlighting the worsening
human rights situation for refugees close to the border, with the rest of Europe who have had to put their lives on
hold.
The conditions facing refugees in Greece are a consequence of a common European policy on migration and
refugees. Norwegian authorities cooperate closely with the EU in this field, and contribute with financial support to
Greece through EEA-funds. This means that there is a door of opportunity through which Norway can play a part
in effectuating an improvement of the situation in Greece.

Hentet fra: https://data2.unhcr.org/en/situations/mediterranean/location/5179?fbclid=IwAR1Z_O-LXZxFacc9XPBLHLk4f-8sEokDQQbxUG4RNgOtYPMHv9j8B4KgKsM 25. April 2018.
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An Unaccompanied Minor in Athens
BY: CICILIE BRÅTEN-LINDBLAD, PROJECTCOORDINATOR AT A DROP IN THE OCEAN
From time to time one is confronted by a case that is all about a single person or a family who, for one reason or
another, require a level of support that is quite different from what we provide on a daily basis in our locations.
It can be something as “simple” as putting a person in touch with the right authorities, contacts or networks to
guarantee their safety, or to provide them with clothes or other equipment. In some cases, it can involve long-term
support and follow-up. This was the case for the thirteen-year-old lad we shall here call Mike, whom we have
helped since the summer of 2018 in many ways in addition to the provision of basic needs.

Illustration. photo: Shadi Garossian
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Mikes’s story
It all began with a phone call. We were informed that a young boy, without a family, had arrived on the Greek
mainland. Before we made contact with Mike, he had lived at a detention centre alongside unknown adults. After
a while, feeling unsafe because of drugs misuse at the centre, he left, and wandered the streets, alone. One of our
contacts in Greece happened to be near where he hung out, and took him to a police station to get him properly
registered with the Greek authorities. Since then, we have followed his case and supported him, providing him
with clothes and food at the children’s hospital where he was admitted before a staff officer was designated for his
case. We also helped to get Mike a place in a special hostel for youngsters with no family, as well as giving him
the things he needed to start school.

Coordination and Flexibility in Specific Cases
In cases like Mike’s, where there is a minor with no family, there needs to be flexibility when it comes to when
and how to provide help. Cases like this make a very strong impression. What a young child, alone in Greece
with no family, need is a feeling of safety. This must be taken into consideration and influence how we communicate directly with the child, what sort of information we share with external partners who we feel can help, and
which volunteers we might choose to involve in tasks like providing clothes and toiletries. To coordinate the whole
endeavour from Norway demands logistical finesse, since we cannot rush out in person whenever a special
need occurs, and we must depend on the team of volunteers in the field – people who already have a very busy
schedule.

Having a Focus on the Individual
In this particular case, we ensured that Mike does not have to relate to a succession of volunteers who help with
everything from simple things, like providing him with soap, to more advanced tasks like accompanying him, in
the role of an adult, to the hospital where he receives professional assistance. Care is taken to reduce any stress to
a minimum for the child who is already in an insecure life situation, having to relate to new people all the time. The
volunteer, too, should not feel stressed with the responsibility of organising everything, from shopping for everyday articles to visits. Moreover, in a case like this we enter a role as the child’s “family” in the sense that we take
on the duties that normally a parent or guardian would do for their child. This is a massive vote of confidence and
a great honour, and a trust we humbly accept.
In cases like this we get a completely uncensored look at the previous life-story of the child. This helps us make
the right decisions, and there are a lot of details we must take into consideration. We remind ourselves that these
occurrences are beyond our control, we cannot change what has already happened. What we can influence is
the future. The important thing is for the unpleasant events of the past to stay in the past, so that the future can be
brighter. Fortunately, in this case, Mike’s psychologically damage is minimal, considering his past experiences,
and he behaves pretty much like any 13-year-old. This is wonderful to see. We are continuing to follow up this
case – closely – for as long as we are needed.
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A Rewarding Experience that Lasts a Lifetime
BY: VIBEKE HOEM, INFORMATION OFFICER AT A DROP IN THE OCEAN

Since 2015, 6 000 volunteers from 60 different countries have travelled from their own countries to work with A
Drop in the Ocean in Greece. These volunteers are the backbone of our operation, and without them in the field
the work of A Drop in the Ocean would not be possible. While most volunteers travel alone, Lars Bremnes chose
to take his whole family. In autumn 2018 he travelled to Greece with his wife, Mari, and their two children. He
travelled as a Coordinator for the volunteers, whereas Mari worked as a volunteer fieldworker in a period while
also being full-time parent and acting as teacher for their children. They were there for two and a half months, but
it was an experience that will stay with the family for years to come.

The Desire to Help
It came as no surprise that Lars Bremnes should choose to help people on the run by working as a volunteer for
A Drop in the Ocean. It has always been important for him to have a job that involves helping other people. For
the past seven years he has worked with drug addicts, and before that he worked in a reception centre for asylum
seekers. Both he and Mari feel frustrated by what they perceive as xenophobia in Norway and other European countries. However, the thing that really triggered Lars’ decision to work in Greece was Mari’s determination to give
their children the chance to experience something similar to what she had experienced when growing up in Africa.
After Lars had calculated carefully whether they could afford it, and after they had all examined every aspect of
the purpose of A Drop in the Ocean, the four of them decided to take the plunge.
Mari and Lars stated; “We travelled to Greece fully aware that nothing we could do would actually save anyone,
and that perhaps our most important task would be to return to Norway and tell people about the conditions in
Greece. Even though we sometimes feel powerless against the hopelessness of what we saw, we can, after almost two and a half months in Greece, say quite definitely that we have no regrets. It has been an experience that
has influenced us in many ways, and will continue to do so”.

Powerful Encounters in the Field
The family chose to work in the Skaramangas refugee camp, one of the largest in Greece. About 2000 people
live there today, mostly in containers, with electricity, water and a restroom. A Drop in the Ocean organises a
range of activities for camp residents: children’s activities, a sewing room, mother and child centre, dignified distribution of clothes through our DropShop, and English classes. Lars worked as a Project Coordinator and Volunteer
Coordinator. This meant he had to coordinate different projects, ensure the necessary materials and equipment
were in place, and buy things when necessary. Additionally, he was responsible for coordinating the work of the
volunteers and supporting them when they needed it. Mari worked as a volunteer for a two-week period, but her
time was primarily taken up by acting as teacher for their children.
It is obvious that working in the camp made an impact on the whole family. “The biggest single impression came
without doubt from what individuals told us about themselves”, says Lars. Mari adds that Lars developed a good
relationship with some refugees who themselves worked as volunteers for A Drop in the Ocean, and got to know
them, both as colleagues and friends.
Volunteers from A Drop in the Ocean and residents work side by side as volunteers. “This is important because
the people living in the camps have become our most important human resource. They speak the language. They
know the culture. They are close to everything that happens in the camp – and this includes things that happen
when we are not there. Without the contribution of this particular group of volunteers, it would have been difficult to reach out effectively with the services we offer,” says Trude Jacobsen, Secretary General in A Drop in the
Ocean.
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photo: Lars Bremnes

Dignity as a Focal Point
The job as both project and volunteer coordinator resulted in countless interactions with volunteers and
hectic days for Lars.
“Each week some volunteers left, and others arrived,” he explains. “Every new arrival had an induction session,
during which I told them about their tasks, the camp and the situation for the camp residents. And on leaving everyone had a departure interview. I took my responsibility for the work and well-being of the volunteers seriously.
This coordinator role was extremely exciting and rewarding, but also tiring. The days were long and the responsibility heavy”.
When Mari’s mother was on a visit to Athens, she took the chance of working for a fortnight as a volunteer in
the camp, mostly in the mother and child centre. For Mari herself, it was working closely with mothers and their
children that made the biggest impact.
“Being a parent gives an extra dimension to this kind of work”, says Mari. “I frequently asked myself what I would
have thought or done if my own family were in this situation”.
While they were working in the camp Lars and Mari reflected a lot on how they should relate to the people who
had to live there.
“One of the things we were determined to do with our work in the camp”, they both said, “was to always conduct
ourselves in a way that respected the dignity of the people living there – and that meant both our body language
and the way we communicated”.

The Importance of Involving the Children
When Mari’s work in the camp was finished, she found other ways to make contributions. A Drop in the Ocean is
always interested in helping in individual cases, and this is something Mari experienced at first hand.
“Not every refugee finds their way to a camp”, she explains, “and sometimes the person in question is a child”.
Receiving clothes and equipment from another organisation, Mari was able to distribute them to children. One of
the vulnerable groups Mari helped was unaccompanied minors in hospital, some as young as three years of age.
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Occasionally, Mari’s children joined her, which made a big impression on them.
But these visits to the hospital were not the only thing her children experienced while they were in Athens. Lars
and Mari felt it was important that their children shared as much of their everyday work as possible. This is how
they talked about this, while still in Athens;
“We have chosen to be very open with our children when it comes to what we have seen, heard and experienced.
They have also participated in our work – they bought hygiene items for other children and distributed them by
themselves. They also helped choose four hundred metres of material for the sewing room at Skaramangas. But
the most important thing is that they hear us talk about the people we meet. Funny stories, sad experiences and
daily events. Although our children cannot go into the camps with us, we want them to get to know some of the
people who live there and realise that they are all types of people, with every possible sort of background, with
one common ground – they want a safe and good life for themselves and their families”.

Impact on the whole family
Travelling a long way from home to carry out humanitarian work has value that extends far beyond the family’s
own boundaries. The children have, for one thing, sent travel letters to their school classes back home about their
experiences, thus spreading the value of their new knowledge.
“Their school work in this period has included learning about other cultures, about human rights and about people
fleeing from their own countries. At the same time, they have had a lot of fun. They have been to practically every
corner of Athens, visited countless museums and parks, been to the funfair and visited a hospital for sea turtles.
We are sure it has been a valuable experience for our children to be with us on this journey, and we hope it will
influence their values and the choices they make in the future”.
Many volunteers return home after work in the field and say they experience a deep feeling of frustration and
hopelessness after helping people in a very demanding situation. Mari and Lars have also experienced this sort of
frustration.
“On one hand it is a general sense of frustration directed against a system which is completely unequipped to
tackle the huge numbers of people crossing the borders and entering Greece. On the other hand, it is a frustration
that goes deeper, and is directed towards Norway and other European countries turning their backs on Greece
and on millions of people on the run”.
To increase awareness of conditions in Greece and of the seriousness of the situation there and in neighbouring
countries, Mari made sure she sent out updated situation reports on social media.
“Skaramangas is recognised as being one of the best camps in Greece; at first sight it can resemble a deserted
motorhome park. And yet – once you are acquainted with individual life stories of people living there – nothing
can hide the fact that living in a refugee camp is not a good life. Most people there are nearly always short of something they need, and they deeply appreciate the support and aid from organisations like A Drop in the Ocean”,
says Mari.
“A Drop in the Ocean’s volunteers are in the thick of it, doing invaluable work, and their contribution is significant in
many areas”, Trude Jacobsen establishes. “The whole operative side of our organisation could not exist if it were
not for good ideas and initiative from our volunteers. They are also the people who recruit new volunteers and
other supporters. From our perspective, the diversity of our volunteers is something we can make the most of –
we see they return to their home countries and are able to spread important first-hand knowledge of the situation
facing people on the run. It is important that the world knows what is going on”.
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For Lars, Mari, and their two children, this experience has made an impact on their lives in various ways. Their
thoughts are surrounded by the people in the camp, where many continue to live in atrocious conditions.
“We sincerely hope that we one day will meet some of the people we got to know in Greece here on a street in
Norway, and that they get the chance to make a good life for themselves”, conclude Mari and Lars.
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Highlights from the Field
New projects and the development of existing projects in and outside of the refugee camps in Greece has been
one of the highlights in the field during 2018. The needs of the refugees are the focal point in determining which
activities are offered to the refugees, and our flexibility has been the main contributor for the highlights that happened in the field. We have been flexible by adapting to the needs of the refugees, made complimentary amendments to pre-existing activities, and been able to respond quickly when needs arise.
Therefore, A Drop in the Ocean have contributed to provide people with knowledge, warmth, new skills, food,
sewing skills, and social arenas. Additionally, the refugees have been offered the chance to wash their clothes,
improve personal hygiene, and purchase warm quality clothing in a dignified matter. The following section will
present some of the highlights from the field during the past year.

Drop Centre Moria
The Moria refugee camp faced challenging living conditions, as more than 9000 people were
registered in a refugee camp with a 3 000-people
capacity. This resulted in the creation of the «Drop
Centre». An old bakery located within a 15-minute
walk from the camp was turned into an additional
safe space to the crowded camp in June, to act as
an arena for development, learning, and empowerment.
Huge demand for language training and generally an arena to escape the inhumane conditions in the Moria
camp led to a massive growth of the Drop Centre, and by early autumn the Drop Centre had expanded to
two floors and it is open for 12 hours a day. The Drop Centre focuses on teaching Greek and English to adults,
English and mathematics for children, as well as a «safe space» for women and children, sewing room, yoga,
and a café.
More than 5 855 people utilised the Drop Centre during the past three months, and the warm welcome from
the local community was a pleasant surprise. As the sole humanitarian actor in the village of Moria we were
prepared for huge challenges, but the local inhabitants have taken excellent care of our field workers and
have contributed with clothes donations and various bits for the refugees. This is in spite of the fact that the
location of the camp has given the local community additional challenges.

Mother and Child Centre
in Skaramangas
We had 18 213 visitors in our mother and child
centre located in Skaramangas, which is a increase of
more than 10 000 from the previous year. The facilities
have tripled in size, and the activities offered are continuously developed - all this has made the centre quite
attractive, and simul taneously improved the quality of
the activities we offer.
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Distribution
A Drop in the Ocean are still distributing clothes, shoes, toiletries, and fishing gear through the “Drop Shop”
concept. This entails that the refugee access “drops”, which is the currency utilised in the Drop Shop, to buy what
they need. There have been distributed 152 423 items in total through the Drop Shop.

There was distributed 30 275 portions of vegetables, 17 469 units of storing foods, and 9 840 pieces of bread in
Nea Kavala. Additionally, 5 822 meters of fabric was distributed in the sewing rooms providing people with the
option to repair old clothes or make new ones.

We received a request to provide sleeping bags and blankets to the camp in Moria in autumn 2018. The UNHCR,
who were the previous supplier of this, were no longer able to cover the entire camp. We handed out 5 500 warm
sleeping bags and 1 000 warm blankets during the following months. The winter was cold in Greece, and the
supplies we provided may have contributed to save lives.
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Education: Focus on Informal Training and Development
Language courses are in high demand at the camps, as understanding and communicating in the local
language will help the refugees to function in their every-day lives. We are not permitted to conduct formal
education in Greece but are still allowed to give informal training. Therefore, we have developed our own
Drop Curriculum, to teach English and Greek to adults, and mathematics and English to children, giving the
students a continuity of their education. We offer different levels of education, who use the previous level as
a stepping stone to the next, making it possible to swap teachers for each level without having a negative
impact on the students.
In 2018, we had more than 18 000 people drop by our classes. We also offered 7 English classes daily in
Skaramangas throughout some periods of 2018. In Moria we have a group of children who are taught daily.
Education is the highlight of the day for the children, and they are beaming with expectation when they are
picked up for school. The children, women, and men are seen in a hurry to get through the narrow doors of
the bakery, and behind the closed doors you can hear people saying; “hurry the class starts, jalla jalla”. The
mood completely changes after the lectures are done, as people find it disheartening to go back to the camp.

photo: Giulia Biosa.
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External Highlights
The focus this past year has been on training and developing the volunteers and coordinators in the field.
This has been done by creating an online training program for volunteers, and we have implemented conferences through the Drop Academy for the coordinators. Simultaneously, the needs in, and outside of, the
refugee camps have been mapped, and we have hosted fundraisers to raise the funds to meet these needs.
Trude Jacobsen, the Secretary General, was nominated for several awards, and was awarded the prize as “The
Bravest Woman of the Year” by the magazine Tara during the past year.

Development and Training
A Drop in the Ocean has worked tirelessly to achieve our goal to become a professional actor during this past
year, and have taken measures to ensure that we are making progress. This is exemplified by the process of
recruiting field workers; from the induction phase, training process, evaluation, and follow-up procedures with
the volunteers. The recruitment process is thorough, to ensure the quality of our operations and that the activities we offer are successful. Therefore, we conduct in-depth interviews with anyone who wants to volunteer with
us, as well as check their references and we require a criminal record certificate. The training process has been
optimised by the usage of well-developed tools depicting the routine and documentation needed for the various
activities in the field. This makes both the training and the hand-over process easier.

Drop Academy
In 2018 we arranged three seminars for our coordinators who work in the field, through what we call the
Drop Academy. The seminars were carried out in Athens and Lesvos over the span of two days, where coordinators from our different locations participated. There was a total of 25 Drops who participated in the
seminars in 2018.
The Drop Academy has become a highly popular and desired programme for our head coordinators since
its first conference in the summer of 2017, and makes a great impact on the participants. Despite long and
intensive days, with a lot to take in, the Drop Academy offers a platform where the participants can meet new
colleagues and have thoughtful discussions and reflect on the situation beyond the “bubble” of their location.
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Additionally, they are given great tools to utilise in their role as leaders, with emphasis on current issues
regarding ethics, group dynamics, difficult conversations, the role of the leader, and methods and means of
communication. It is also quite popular to conduct a SWOT-analysis of their respective location, team, and
activities.
Discussions are a huge part of the Drop Academy, and are relevant to provide us with feedback on our field
work and how our operation is carried out in the field. Therefore, the discussions focus on communication,
capability, culture, and teamwork. The focal point is on qualities that make a good manager, as the ability to
show good leadership is important. Additionally, there are lectures, group work, reflections, and theoretical
education to build a common ground of knowledge for all the head coordinators. Feedback from previous
participants establishes that this works, as we include relevant information, and they perceive the information as both useful and resourceful. Especially the opportunity to discuss challenges from their different locations with colleagues is highlighted as a good resource. This way, the coordinators can share their experiences,
bounce ideas off each other, and use role play and teamwork to challenge their mindsets and make the
experience at the Drop Academy satisfactory for all of the participants.
We are convinced that the training we do with our coordinators is a benefit when we are recruiting leaders
for our locations. We are highly appreciative that head volunteers can get something back from the organisation, and we strengthen our organisation by showing our leaders that we value their commitment and that
we invest in their personal development.
Each programme ends with a written evaluation, which is valuable for the further development and improvement
of the programme. Feedback regarding contents, location, and thematic areas make it possible for us to adjust the
plan for the programme to fit with current affairs.

Online Training
As of summer 2018, we have been in the process of developing an online training programme for our volunteers in the field. This entails that we worked with the famous company Design Container, and we were very
fortunate in the sense that we received consultancy services from Design Container in relation to contents,
design, and methodologies. They have contributed to the development process, and put in countless hours
devoted to make the platform as good as it can be. The platform will launch in winter 2019, where recurring
and new field workers will complete their online training prior to their departure. The online training consists
of three modules; introduction to A Drop in the Ocean and our locations, what is it like to be a volunteer, and
self-care. This is to ensure that the volunteer is prepared for the work that lies ahead, as well as the expectations that come with their role as field workers. All three modules must be completed prior to departure, and
they are completed by taking an exam. The online training programme has been tested through a beta test,
where we have gotten valuable feedback on the content of the training and the design of the programme.

Facebook fundraisers
Facebook fundraisers were one of the main sources of income for our organisation in 2018. We had several
fundraisers targeting specific needs such as nappies, warm clothing and sleeping bags, all of which engaged
a lot of people. The three main fundraisers in 2018 were related to the “nappy crisis” in the Skaramangas camp
in July, collection of warm blankets in preparation for the cold winter, and the campaign on Black Friday where we focused on solidarity over consumerism. We raised over 700,000 NOK with our fundraisers. Additionally,
there were fundraisers initiated by individuals in conjunction with birthdays and trips to Greece, and these
have been engaging amongst people and have become an important source of income.
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Awards and Nominations
Facebook Community Summit
A Drop in the Ocean was hand-picked by Facebook as one of four Norwegian Facebook groups to participate
in the very first European Community Summit in London in February 2018. More than 300 Facebook administrators from all over Europe participated, and out of these Chris Cox, the Chief Product Officers at Facebook,
chose to highlight A Drop in the Ocean. This conference was an excellent opportunity for us to learn how to
use the Facebook tools to optimise our work in social media, and how to improve our Facebook groups and
how we manage them.
Trude Jacobsen and Cicilie Bråten from A Drop in the Ocean participated in workshops, brainstorming sessions, and conversed with other representatives and Facebook Community leaders, as well as the administers
of Facebook in the United States and Europe. In addition to this, they attended panels on how to build good
Facebook groups, how to modify and administer the groups superbly, and the accountability aspect of these
groups. Our attendance to this summit received high media coverage, and we were interview by Greek media, the Norwegian magazine Bistandsaktuelt, and MediaPuls.

The Bravest Woman of the Year
Our Secretary General, Trude Jacobsen, was awarded the prestigious prize as “the Bravest Woman of the
Year” by Tara magazine. Trude was nominated alongside powerful female figures such as Else Kåss Furuseth,
Kim Friele, Lan Marie Nguyen Berg, Mia Landsem, and Rita Vindholmen. Miss Kåss Furuseth was awarded the
Astrid Gunnestad Memorial Prize for her prominent work on suicide prevention, and Kim Friele was awarded the Honorary Prize. Trude was awarded the main prize and used her speech to acknowledge the other
nominees and conclude that the prize also belonged to all the volunteers and drops who continuously work
to improve the lives of refugees. Torunn Pettersen, the editor in chief of Tara and the chair of the jury, was
immensely impressed with the work that Trude does, and she stated;
“Trude, a mother of five, has made tremendous sacrifices to help some of the most vulnerable people in the
world – the refugees. Her life changed overnight, as she chose to leave her secure job in the private sector to
do the exhausting, and sometimes dangerous, job of helping refugees full-time”.

photo: Aurora Leonor Jimenez Lorente.
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Finalist in the Award “Årets Ladejarl”
Trude Jacobsen was nominated for the award “Årets Ladejarl” for the third consecutive year. This is an annual
award given to a person who has contributed to social development through value-based leadership and
value-based work. The winner should be someone who has combated indifference and shown courage,
and who has shown the ability to admire and be inspired by other people. The award is given by the Reitan
Group, a Norwegian wholesaler and retail franchiser, which is one of the largest companies in Norway. The
prize acts as a reward for following your dreams and achieving results with your work. Trude Jacobsen was
interviewed as a result of her nomination, the interview is available at the Reitan Group website , and she
stated:
“I am passionate about getting things done, rather than being a bystander to the changes we need to implement to create a better world. A world where equality and solidarity are the main priorities. I am especially
passionate about women and children who are refugees. As a mother of five, I suffer when I see women
spend their pregnancy in dusty, crowded camps, often separated from their loved ones. Approximately 60%
of the refugees in Greece are women and children”.
The value-based prize “Årets Ladejarl” was awarded to Tale Maria Krohn Engvik, known as “Helsesista”, for her
work with youth. We wholeheartedly congratulate her for being awarded the prize.

Locations
In 2018 A Drop in the Ocean were present at Lesvos, and in three refugee camps in mainland Greece. These refugee camps are run by Greece authorities, and are Skaramangas (Athens), Elefsina (Athens), and Nea
Kavala (Northern Greece). Our contribution was distribution of food and clothing, as well as sleeping bags
to refugees located in Paris. The following section will present our fieldwork in each location during the past
year.

Lesvos
In addition to partaking in boat spotting on
the coast during the first half of 2018, we
joined forces with “Home for All” to establish
a café for refugees in Mytilini. When summer
came around, we realised that a lot of people
lived too far away to get there by foot. The
bus tickets were expensive and the options
to get people transported to the café were
limited. Therefore, we looked into the village
of Moria, and the possibility of creating activities for the refugees there, as it is a short walk
from the camp. We opened an activity centre
in July, accessible for everyone, including women and children. A Greek coordinator was
brought in to ensure harmony between the
local community and the refugees.
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Athens, Skaramangas
A Drop in the Ocean has worked in Skaramangas since the camp was established in 2016. Skaramangas is
the largest refugee camp in Greece with a capacity of 3000 people. The camp is located in an area of the old
harbour, northwest to the city centre. The registration of inhabitants was concluded in the summer of 2017,
therefore the exact population is unknown, but estimated to around 2 100-2 500 people by the end of 2018.
A Drop in the Ocean are in charge of running
the mother and child centre, with a set of activities and access to advice from professionals on
mother and children between the ages of 0-3.
We distributed 77 356 items of clothing, shoes,
and equipment through our Drop Shop, and we
provided the sewing room with more than 5 000
meters of fabric. The sewing machines were booked more than 7 500 times. The classrooms have
had more than 5 000 people coming through,
and they have had basic training in English and
German. The library has been a meeting point for
both adults and children, where they meet up
before and after lectures, as there are plenty of
activities they can partake in.

Athens, Elefsina
In July 2018, we began arranging activities for
children five days a week in Elefsina. The refugee
camp in Elefsina is located in an old school building, approximately 30 km from Athens, and 16
km from the refugee camp in Skaramangas. The
camp houses roughly 200 people who have been
relocated from the islands. All of the people are
families and are among those on top of the list
to be relocated in apartments. Almost 30% of the
population are under the age of 12, and most of
them from Syria or Iraq. We offered activities for
the children, and we also offered English lessons
and sewing activities until December.
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Northern- Greece, Nea Kavala
The refugee camp Nea Kavala is located at an
abandoned military airport in Kilkis, close to
the city of Polykastro, in the northern part of
mainland Greece. The camp accommodated
between 400-700 refugees in 2018. A Drop
in the Ocean has been present in Nea Kavala
since it originated in 2016. The refugees live in
shipping containers without running water. A
Drop in the Ocean are responsible for the distribution of food, clothing, shoes, and similar
gear. We are also offering bike rental to give people access to the village located 5 kilometres
from the camp. A “build and repair”-shop has
been established to give the refugees the opportunity to build something they need or want to
sell in the Drop Shop. They can also borrow tools.
In August, a new sewing room was created for
the inhabitants of the camp.

Paris
A research team was sent to Paris in the spring
of 2018, after several volunteers sent reports of a
high population of refugees living in tents under
various bridges. Many of them were young Afghans who were deported from countries such as
Norway, who travelled to France seeking asylum.
We worked with local organisations to distribute food and clothing, and gathered hundreds
of sleeping bags to keep the refugees warm in
the freezing cold. Several of the temporary tent
camps were moved when summer came around,
and we decided, after careful consideration, to
not establish a permanent aid team in Paris.
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Volunteers and Cooperation with Other Actors
Volunteer Field Workers, Camp Volunteers, and Coordinators
A Drop in the Ocean had around 1 300 volunteers in the field in 2018. Some worked in the field for 10 days,
others stayed for months. Several people have contributed to our work on several occasions since we first
started back in 2015, and our volunteers of more than 60 different nationalities. This creates intercultural
linkages and connections, and we are very grateful for our international community.
We had 38 coordinators from 15 countries in the field in the previous year. They stay in the camps for 12-16
weeks, and they are in charge of the daily operation in the camps. Their responsibilities vary from logistics,
administering the volunteers, projects, and an overall responsibility for the work we do in the camp. The
fieldworkers are volunteers and unpaid, and we were able to cooperate with the organisation Help Refugees,
to help us cover some of the living expenses for long-term volunteers. In addition to sending volunteers from
abroad to work in the camps, we are also relying on the help of the refugees. They make up an important
part of our volunteer staff, and it is their cultural understanding and linguistic comprehension that make our
projects feasible.

Liaison with other Humanitarian Actors
A crucial aspect of running our operations in the refugee camps is cooperating with other humanitarian
actors. There is an abundance of actors who operate in the camps, both Greek and international, which
entails that diplomacy and culture relativism are important components to enable an advantageous cooperation. Unfortunately, there are no longer any other Norwegian actors who operate in the refugee camps, and
several large organisations have concluded their involvement in the camps during the past two years. Nevertheless, new and skilled actors have taken their places, and we have witnessed how powerful small organisations can be when they work together. In 2018 we established collaboration with different organisations, to
improve the quality, continuity, and competencies customised for different activities, increasing the benefits
for those who utilises our services.
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An example of this is our work in Nea Kavala, where we collaborated with the OCC to provide the people in the
refugees with more flexibility regarding mobility. Our rental bikes can be picked up and dropped off at two different
locations (one in the camp and one in the village of Polykastro). Another example is the ADO’s women and children
centre in Skaramangas, where midwives drop by weekly from Amurtel to give women advice, guidance, and referrals. Our collaboration with Teachers Beyond has made it possible to offer schooling for children aged 6-8 in Lesvos.
Another collaboration we have, with the Team Humanity’s Hope & Peace Centre, has contributed to starting up and
running the playground in Moira camp for 400-600 children.
We are dependent on good local suppliers, and generous donors, to give the people who live in the camps access
to basic needs. We continued to cooperate with NeedsList throughout 2018, which is a collaboration that has given
us access to good suppliers and new donations through their lists. The Finnish organisation Nada Nord are an
organisation we turn to in acute situations, as they are willing to cover the most precarious needs. This was the case
in autumn of 2018, when the need for sleeping bags to the Moria camp in Lesvos was acute, and we were able to
distribute 5 500 sleeping bags and 1 000 warm blankets, all because of the support we had from Nada Nord. This
contribution did probably helped save many lives through the cold winter months.

Local Communities in Greece: A Resource
The local Greek residents are important resources for us. We were anxious about their reaction of the opening of a
centre for refugees located in the heart of the village of Moria, as no other organisation had previously engaged in
creating activities in Moria. We understood this as a sign that the local villagers resented the idea. Fortunately, our
Drop Centre was well-received, and local neighbours brought cake, and bags with shoes and clothes to whoever
needed them. Additionally, the neighbours were participating in the activities we established for the people from
the camp, and we were first-hand witnesses to Greek hospitality at its finest.

The Importance of Support and Collaborators in Norway
We have also had important supports back home in Norway throughout 2018. In the spring of 2018, we produced our very first self-made commercial. We were joined by Trond Fausa Aurvåg, who worked as the director, and
a bunch of high-profile actors, cinematographers, and sound engineers, who all did the work pro bono. We were
proud of the result, which depicted the strong message – Equal – all of us are of equal worth. In autumn, we initiated an exciting dialogue with the Norwegian Union of Municipal and General Employees (Fagforbundet) in Akershus, and 30 of their staff travelled to Lesvos and Athens on a reconnaissance mission. This was the beginning of a
continuous collaboration with the Norwegian Union of Municipal and General Employees. Capra Consulting assisted
us with our volunteer management system. United Works assisted with SEO and website development. Sparebank1
– Insurance Inc. let out office space in Skøyen to the end of 2018, and GOSH contributed with good prices on field
equipment, goods for the online shop, print, and design.
To highlight the current situation regarding the refugee crisis, we arranged several concerts, themed events, informational meetings, and other events throughout 2018. Many children arranged bake sales and art exhibitions. We
were also fortunate, and released our own book containing poetry and pictures. The book was created by Ingeborg
Sul Fure, and the proceeds went in their entirety to A Drop in the Ocean. Oslo Writers League arranged a great
launch of their anthology; “In Darkness and Light”, which was dedicated to the work of A Drop in the Ocean. Each of
these measures is of great importance, and it shows that anyone can contribute regardless of their age or abilities.
Some of our most important contributors are those of you who continuously share our posts, and who provide
financial support, making it possible to keep our work in the camps on-going.
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The Organisation and HR
The Administration
The organisation was able to engage some skilled people throughout 2018. Still, the volunteer work, both in
the administration and in the field, is the biggest contributor to helping refugees.
All the contributors to the organisation, permanent or volunteers, have descriptions of their role related to
their responsibilities and tasks, and determined weekly contributions. We have chosen to describe each key
role by itself, making it possible for a person to have several roles. Three people were full time employees by
the end of 2018, and two people were temporarily employed.
Throughout the year, we have had trainees who have contributed to our work for at least 6 months, on an almost full-time basis. They have been given a unique opportunity to be familiarised with a small humanitarian
organisation, how it operates and is growing. The trainees have been an essential part of following through
with several projects and operational tasks, both in Norway and in Greece.
We have had many active local coordinators across the country; they have arranged informational meetings
for forthcoming volunteers and contributed with fundraisers and other important social media work.
As of autumn 2018, the financial statements have been allocated to an external accounting firm. This is to
ensure that this important work is not too reliant on one person, and streamline and simplify the processes
linked to the financial statements.
Additionally, we received voluntary and/or pro bono aid throughout the year from different resources linked
to HSE, privacy policy, and analytical work.

The board
Turid Lilleheie became the new Chair of the Board in May 2018, and the board gained two additional board
members; Ole Petter Heggestad and Rasmus Mo.
The board has consisted of the following people, as of May 2018;

Turid Lilleheie – Chair | Ole Petter Heggestad - Board member | Rasmus Mo- Board member
Trude Jacobsen – Board member | Thomas Brager Carlsen – Board member | Baber Qazi – Board member
The administration is led by Trude Jacobsen, the Secretary General, a full-time employee as of 04.04.2016. All
board members are unpaid. The board had 4 board meetings as well as their annual meeting during 2018.
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Dråpen i Havet, 31.12.2018
Generalsekretær
fast 100%

Rekruttering/admin
koordinator
frivillig 25%

HR- og Beredksapssjef
fast 100%

Informasjonsmedarbeider
fast 80%

Utdanningskoordinator
frivillig 25%

Ansvarlig Sosiale Medier
engsjement 60%

Interaksjonsdesigner
Webmaster
frivillig 25% X 2

Nea Kavala
3 frivillige koordinatorer

Politisk rådgiver
frivillig 50% fra august

Head of Operations
frivillig 100% frem til
august

Giveransvarlig
engasjement 80%

Athen-området

Lesvos
2 frivillige koordinatorer

2 Trainees
frivillig 80% X 2

Skaramangas Camp
4 frivillige koordinatorer

Elefsina Camp
1 frivillig koordinator

Strategic Work
We arranged a kick-off in the spring of 2018, where we stated the plan for our strategic work for the period
of 2019-2020. Several people were deeply invested in this work until November, where each department
presented insights and their input on strategy and areas of priority. These were presented to, and approved
by, the board in December. All operational areas have their own action plan for 2019, to follow up the focus
and priority fields, with quarterly evaluations to track progress of achieving the strategic plan. A Drop in the
Ocean aims to familiarise all our employees, volunteers, and staff with our strategic work, and which guidelines are central for our work for the next two years. This is done by introduction, information, and involvement
throughout the entire strategic period.

Whistle Blowing
A Drop in the Ocean has facilitated almost 6 000 fieldworkers since its commencement in 2015. During
this period, we have had few demanding incidents linked to either volunteers or staff. Nevertheless, we
acknowledge the importance of having good routines and a good culture for dealing with potential reprehensible incidents within the organisation. Such routines were internally established last autumn, with the
aim of securing information on potential distressing matters regarding the organisation, staff, or volunteers,
and that it will be handled in accordance with the routines we have established to secure the protection
of the whistleblower. Taking every accusation of potential reprehensible matters contribute to a positive
development and improvement of the organisation. Therefore, all complaints must be written down, and the
whistleblower shall be allowed to remain anonymous. Furthermore, the organisation will handle all cases in
a serious manner, making sure that the involved in the case are taken seriously, to make sure that everyone
involved are content with the process and conduct of the case.

GDPR

A Drop in the Ocean implemented a new privacy policy during the summer of 2018, in accordance with new
legislation. The focal point after implementing the new policy has been on evaluating our current systems
that administer personal information, document our routines on how we handle personal information, and
potential deviations in relation to this work. Security routines regarding privacy policy is also documented.
We protect our registered users, and is a continuous process which is evaluated regularly.
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Financial Statements 2018
Annual Report 2018

A Drop in the Ocean					
Annual Report 2018
The Nature of the Business and Where it Operates
A Drop in the Ocean (ADO) is a humanitarian, non-profit organisation with its head office
in Oslo, Norway. The organisation commenced its work in the fall of 2015. The organisation’s
purpose is to aid and support migrants, with a main focus on helping children and their mothers. The organisation coordinates volunteer work in Greece, as well as collecting and distributing necessary supplies and providing financial aid to various efforts aimed towards helping
migrants arriving in Europe. The aid is channelled through own means and actions, as well as
in cooperation with other organisations. The work is mainly based on voluntary, unpaid work.
In 2018, the organisation has been actively working in three refugee camps in Greece, in addition to our own centre by the Moria camp in Lesvos. Additionally, ADO briefly supported
homeless refugees in Paris. The organisation coordinated aid to other refugee camps where
such aid has been needed. Wherever ADO operates their focal point is the distribution of food,
clothes, shoes, and other vital supplies. The refugee camps are often overcrowded, and the
organisation has been working hard to find sound and worthy solutions for just distribution.
ADO has set up and been running three “Drop Shops”, which ensure effective and just distribution of items in a worthy manner. Activities facilitating language training and creativity,
through crafts, have been an additional focus throughout the past year.
The Board and the Administration
The Board was composed after the annual meeting in May 2018, and has consisted of these
members for the past year:
Regi Aalstad – Chair until May 2018.
Turid Lilleheie – Chair as of May 2018
Trude Jacobsen – Board Member
Thomas Brager Carlsen – Board Member
Baber Qazi – Board Member
Ole Petter Heggestad – Board Member as of May 2018
Rasmus Mo – Board Member as of May 2018
The administration is led by Trude Jacobsen, the Secretary General, a full-time employee since
04.04.2016.
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Overview of Development and Results
The organisation collected a total of 8 121 618 NOK in 2018. This is a 33% increase compared
to the previous year. The majority of the collected funds were acquired through private donors,
whereas 261 000 NOK (>3.5% of the total income) were attained through goods, both physical
and symbolic, which were sold in the organisation’s online shop.
Funds spent in 2018 total to 6 911 626 NOK, an increase of 8% compared to the previous year.
Out of this, 5 821 699 NOK are used on directly beneficial activities. The equity sum of the
close of the year totalled to 3 049 280 NOK.
The board believes that the financial statements presents a just and correct picture of the organisations’ assets and debts, financial position, and result.
Research and Development Activities
The organisation has no aim to carry out research activities, but will assist students and researchers conducting approved research programmes in the field. The focus is to carry out continuous developmental activities for the refugees in Greece. This entails making the necessary
arrangements and measures to make the transition period meaningful for the refugees. Examples of this include language training in English and Greek on various levels.
In Skaramangas, the largest refugee camp in Greece located in the outskirts of Athens, we are
running a library where people can access books in different languages, as well as a mother and
child centre, where new mothers can learn about breastfeeding, care, and basic hygiene. Other
developmental activities include machine sewing, bicycle training and various sporting activities, as well as different workshops for both children and adults.
Continued Operations
The Financial Statements for 2018 are prepared under the assumption of on-going business, it
is hereby confirmed that the assumption of on-going business is present.
Working Environment
The board are under the impression that the conditions of the working environment are satisfactory. There were no injuries or accidents in 2018. Sick leave totals to 66 days, equivalent to
5,8%. 41 out of these days were related to long-term sick leave. The organisation has an HSE
plan focused on working environment and safety, both for the head office and for the locations
abroad. The Secretary General has completed mandatory HSE training. A Drop in the Ocean
has an emergency preparedness plan and carry out emergency training at the locations abroad
regularly.
In 2018, A Drop in the Ocean developed routines regarding whistleblowing, in order to deal
with potential incidents that may affect our employees, our volunteers, or our aid recipients, in
accordance with our ethical guidelines.
A Drop in the Ocean’s intention with this Privacy Statement is to document that we care for all
registered subject and users’ data and that we treat these in accordance with current Norwegian privacy legislation, including the EU’s new Privacy Policy
(GDPR).
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Equality
The organisation had employees in a total of 3,9 FTEs in 2018. Additionally, the administration
has had 2-3 volunteers at any given time. At the end of the year 2018, 70% of the administrative staff were women and 30% men. Additionally, there is a large quantity of volunteer work in
the organisation, both in local branches and in the field. The majority of volunteers are women.
In total, about 70% of the volunteers are women, and 30% men.
The board is composed of 4 women and 2 men. The board has, based on an evaluation of the
numbers of employees and employment category, not found any reasons to take action in relation to equality.
Environment
The organisation’s activities do not contribute to pollution of the environment, and have a major focus on the reuse of clothing and supplies in the camps.
Disposal of Results
The organisation produced a positive annual result in 2018, totalling at 1 209 992 NOK, which
is being assigned to run operations in the years to come.
		

Oslo, 08.04.19
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Financial Statement of Activities 2018
The currency utilised is Norwegian Krone (NOK) and hence all the numbers presented below are in NOK.
COLLECTED FUNDS
							Note		2018		2017
SUBSIDIES
Collected assets, gifts							
7 691 137
5 529 249
Total subsidies								7 691 137
5 529 249
INCOME FROM OPERATIONAL ACTIVITIES
Online shop								
261 022
510 380
Total income from operational activities				
261 022
510 380
FINANCIAL – AND INVESTMENT ACTIVITIES 			
950		
Total income from financial – and investment activities		
950		
MISCELLANEOUS INCOME						
168 509
90 321
Total miscellaneous income						
168 509
90 321
TOTAL FUNDS COLLECTED						
8 121 618
6 129 950
FUNDS SPENT
COST OF ACQUISITION OF ASSETS					
Acquisition of assets 							
421 369
113 526
Online shop								34 545		299 078
Total cost of acquisition of assets			
5		
455 914
412 604
		
COSTS FOR THE PURPOSE OF THE ORGANISATION
Costs Lesvos								945 401		59 981
Costs Chios								
-		
1 297 334
Costs Athens								1 208 409
1 725 918
Costs Northern Greece 							
1 222 923
1 124 630
Costs Elefsina								
135 801		
Costs other destinations 						
109 285
161 971
Travel expenses					
11		
26 580
Operational salary					
11		
-		
998 830
Various expenses utilised to realise 			
11		
2 199 880
22 070
the organisations’ purpose
Total costs for the purpose of the organisation				
5 821 699
5 417 316
ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS
Administrative costs					
7
634 014
558 243
TOTAL FUNDS SPENT				
2,3,6
6 911 626
6 388 163
RESULT OF ACTIVITIES
Result of activities							1 209 992

TRANSFERS
Transfers other equity purposes			
Transferred capital with external restrictions
Total transfers 					
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4
4
4

1 385 974
-175 982
1 209 992

-258 213

-588 376
330 163
-258 213
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BALANCE AS OF 31 DECEMBER 2018
ASSETS
CURRENT ASSETS
Goods									
Total goods								
RECEIVABLES
Client receivables 							
Other receivables							
Total receivables 							
BANK DEPOSITS AND CASH
Bank deposits, cash					
8		
Total bank deposits and cash				
8		
TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS						
TOTAL ASSETS							
OBJECTIVE CAPITAL AND LIABILITIES
OBJECTIVE CAPITAL
Transferred capital with external restrictions 		
5		
Transferred capital with internal restrictions 				
Other capital 						
5		
Total objective capital							
LIABILITIES
CURRENT DEBT
Accounts payable 							
Fees regarding public services 						
Other current debt 					
10		
Total current debt 							
TOTAL LIABILITIES 							
TOTAL OBJECTIVE CAPITAL AND LIABILITIES 			

208 755
208 755

85 201
85 201

-		
107 508
107 508

33 000
33 000

2 733 018
2 7 33 018
3 049 280
3 049 280

1 526 073
1 526 073
1 644 274
1 644 274

154 181
2 259 481
2 413 662
257 089
155 221
223 308
635 618
635 618
3 049 280

330 163
873 507
1 203 670
119 430
111 286
209 889
440 605
440 605
1 644 274

Date and place for signing:
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NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENT OF ACTIVITIES 2018
NOTE 1 ACCOUNTING PRINCIPLES
The Financial Statement of Activities has been prepared in accordance with the Accounting Act, considering
good accounting policies for small enterprises and collective controls of specific accounting rules. The statement has also been prepared in accordance with the accounting standard “good accounting practices for
non-profit organisations”. This entails that the financial activities go beyond depicting a mere profit and loss
account, and rather display the main funds acquired during the year as well as how they were utilised.
Gifts are implemented as subsidies. In cases where the donor puts restrictions on how their contribution
should be utilised, the gift will be implemented in as transferred capital with external restrictions.
General rules for assessing income and cost
Current assets comprise of assets geared towards permanent ownership and use. They are regarded as assets
used for cost for acquisition. Fixed assets are capitalised and depreciated over the economic life span of the
assets. Fixed assets are written down to a recoverable amount in cases where a decline in value is deemed steadfast. The recoverable amount is the highest of net sales value and utility value. The utility value is the current
value of future available funds related to the assets. The depreciation of fixed assets is reversed when there is no
longer a reason to depreciate the assets.
Usually, current assets and liabilities are situated in categories where the payment is due within a year after the
balance sheet date, as well as categories related to the circulation of goods. Current assets are assessed as the
lowest value of cost of acquisition and fair value (lowest value principle).
Receivables
Client receivables and other receivables are listed at face value with deductions for predictable losses. Predictable losses are based on the individual assessment of each of the receivables. Additionally, there are other
receivables where there is an unspecified provision, based on an assumed loss.
Taxes
A Drop in the Ocean is a non-governmental organisation and is therefore exempt from taxes in accordance
with the Tax Act (Skatteloven 1999, §2-32).
NOTE 2 SALARY COSTS
									2018		2017
Salaries									1 917 852
1 305 596
Pension									59 260		41 507
Payroll taxes								280 247		171 396
Other employee expenses							
27 237		
Total salary costs							
2 284 596
1 518 499
FTEs (full-time equivalent) 						

4,0		

REMUNERATION OF SENIOR EXECUTIVES
Secretary General*						
729 351
*The annual leave of the Secretary General in 2017 is not included

2,8

636 363

The board was not remunerated.
AUDIT FEES
The audit fees were expensed at NOK 20.000 including VAT.
NOTE 3 PENSION COMMITMENTS
The organisation is subject to a mandatory occupational pension scheme, as stated by law.
The organisation provides its employees with a satisfactory pension scheme in accordance
with this law.
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NOTE 4 EQUITY/OBJECTIVE CAPITAL
capital
Equity as of 31.12.2017
Profit of the year:
Equity as of 31.12.2018

Objective capital with external restriction Other objective capital
330 163
-175 982
154 181

873 507
1 385 974
2 259 481

Total objective
1 203 670
1 209 992
2 413 662

NOTE 5 PERCENTAGES REGARDING OBJECTIVE CAPITAL, ADMINISTRATION, AND FUNDRAISING
Objective capital percentage*
Administrative percentage*
Fundraising percentage*

2018
84%
9%
94%

2017
89%
-

2016
93%
-

2015
91%
-

Objective capital percentage = costs for the purpose of the organisation divided by total costs
Administrative percentage = costs for administrative tasks divided by total costs
Fundraising percentage = subsidies available for the purpose of the organisation, after deducting the costs of fundraising, divided by the total amount of subsidies acquired through fundraising activities.
NOTE 6 COSTS BY CATEGORY
									2018		2017
Personnel expenses							2 281 817
1 552 592
Shipment of goods							3 041		1 606
Tools, inventory							
3 908		
External services							
113 040
11 875
Office costs								
145 300
71 801
Meetings, courses, etc.							52 655		36 819
Project costs in Greece						
3 993 351
4 690 985
Travel expenses							
115 853
26 580
Sales, advertisement							47 509		5 592
Contingencies and gifts						
15 645		
11 612
Other costs								
128 502
70 505
Financial costs								
11 005		
Total costs								6 911 626
6 479 967
NOTE 7 ALLOCATION OF SHARED COSTS
Costs that can be directly listed in an activity are recognised in that category. Residual costs are ascribed in the
administrative category. Personnel expenses are listed in activities in accordance with the time spent for each
activity.
NOTE 8 BOUNDED FUNDS
									2018		2017
The accounts for bounded tax deduction in the bank deposits
259 979		
154 950
NOTE 9 SIGNIFICANT CIRCUMSTANCES THAT HAVE OCCURRED SINCE THE TERMINATION OF THE
FISCAL YEAR
There where no significant incidents after the fiscal year terminated.
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NOTE 10 OTHER CURRENT LIABILITIES
									2018		2017
Annual leave remuneration						
177 896
139 875
Miscellaneous								
45 413
70 014
Total other current liabilities 						
223 308
209 889

NOTE 11 NEW DIVISION OF COSTS FOR THE PURPOSE OF THE ORGANISATION
The categories “travel expenses” and “operational salary” are included in “other capital” as of 2018
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The Auditor’s Report 2018
For the Annual Meeting of A Drop in the Ocean
Statement regarding the audit of the annual accounts.
Conclusion
We have revised the annual financial statements of A Drop in the Ocean.
The Annual Report consists of:
Balance as of 31 December 2018
Income statement for 2018
Notes for the annual report, including a summary of important principles of accounting
Our statement:
The annual report is presented in accordance with law and regulations and presents a fair review of the organisation’s financial position as of 31 December 2018.
The results of the year of accounts are therefore concluded on this date in accordance with the rules of the accounting act and with good accounting practice in Norway.

Basis for the conclusion
We have conducted the revision in compliance with the law, regulations, and good accounting principles, in conjunction with the International Standards on Auditing (ISA). Our responsibilities and duties according to these
standards are disclosed in the auditor’s responsibilities and duties of the revision of the financial statement. We
are independent from the organisation, which is required by law and regulations, and have fulfilled our ethical
commitments in accordance with these requirements. In our opinion, the obtained audit evidences are sufficient
and appropriate for our conclusion

The Board and the Secretary General’s Responsibilities Regarding the Financial Statements
The Board and the Secretary General (management) are responsible for preparing the financial statements in accordance with law and regulation, and to ensure that they are presented in a fair manner in compliance with good
accounting principles. The management are also responsible for internal controls, conducted when necessary, to
be able to prepare a financial statement which does not contain material misstatements, neither because of fraud
nor unintentional mistakes.
The management must take a stand on the organisation’s ability to continue its operation when drafting the financial statements, and disclose on matters of importance regarding continued operations. The premise of assuming
continued operations must be the basis of the financial statements, as long as there is no probability that the organisation should be liquidated.

The Auditor’s Responsibilities and Duties Regarding the Auditing of the Financial Statements
Our mission is to ensure that the financial statements as a whole does not include any substantial errors, either as
a result of fraud or unintentional mistakes, and to produce an audit’s report containing our conclusion, by ensuring safe security. Safe security provides a high sense of security, but no guarantee of conducting the auditing in
compliance with the law, regulations, and the ISAs. They will always discover existing substantial misinformation.
Misinformation can occur as a consequence of fraud of unintentional mistakes. Misinformation is considered as
substantial if it is expected to affect financial decisions users make based on the financial statements.
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For further descriptions regarding the auditor’s responsibilities and duties, please go to:
http://revisorforening.no/revisjonsberetninger.
Statement Regarding Other Legal Requirements
Conclusion on Registration and Documentation
Based on our revision of the financial statements, as depicted above, and through procedures
deemed necessary based on the international standard on assurance engagements (ISAE) 3000
“Assurance engagements which are not auditing or simplified audit control of historical financial information”, we accept the managements financial statements and that they have
fulfilled their duties and responsibilities of the organisation’s financial statements in accordance with law and good bookkeeping practices in Norway.
Oslo, 25 April 2019
BDO AS

Certified Public Accountant
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Thank you

A Drop in the Ocean would like to extend our gratitude to all of our volunteers and donors who have contributed to our work in 2018. We would also like to thank our collaborators; Norwegian Union of Municipal and
General Employees (Fagforbundet), Sparebank1 – Insurance Ict (Tårnhuset), Help Refugees, NeedsList, Danish
Refugee Council, UnitedWorks, Nada Nord, Easy:solutions, Gosh, Eden, Capra Consulting, Teachers Beyond,
Team Humanity, Design Container, Easy Solutions, and JussNett.

How You Can Contribute
Join as a Volunteer in the Field
A Drop in the Ocean need volunteers on all of our locations, especially people who are able to commit to
staying for a minimum of 10 days. In the field, the volunteers are met by one of our coordinators who is
responsible for your training and organising teams of volunteers. Working in the field provide the volunteers
with valuable experiences and competencies regarding the work of a humanitarian organisation, as well as
valuable experiences meeting other volunteers and refugees.
“My time with A Drop in the Ocean was an amazing experience, which I recall each time I summarise the previous year. Despite being a person with previous humanitarian experience, I developed further with A Drop
in the Ocean, as I advanced my professional skills and learned new skills. The working environment added
to this, as I had the pleasure of working with many people from different backgrounds, which added to my
personal development” – Cláudia Sabenca, former coordinator at A Drop in the Ocean.
Do you want to become a volunteer in the field? Information regarding volunteering is on our website, with
information on how to register as a volunteer, as well as information on our work on the different locations.
For further information, visit our website: www.drapenihavet.no.

Support Refugees by Becoming a Regular Donor
We can run our activities on our locations by support from fundraisers and donors. You can contribute to our
work by donating 200 NOK each month, making us able to provide refugees with clothes, shoes, and toiletries.
There are several ways to register as a monthly donor. The easiest way, for us and you, is to set up a direct
debit. This can easily be done on our website here www.drapenihavet.no.
Your regular, monthly contribution means the world to the people who have fled from war and terror, and
were unable to bring their belongings. A Drop in the Ocean contribute directly in the refugee camps in
Greece by distributing clothes, food, and equipment.
Additionally, we facilitate activities and education for
adults and children. We work closely with those who
are in need of help, ensuring that the contributions
are utilised where they are most needed.
A Drop in the Ocean are approved by the Norwegian
Control Committee for Fundraising.
For more information, visit www.drapenihavet, to
learn more about how you can make financial contributions.
photo: Steven Dover
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contact us

A Drop in the Ocean
C/O Sentralen Oslo AS
Postboks 183 Sentrum
Øvre Slottsgate 3
0157 Oslo
Norway
Phone: +47 482 97 381
Epost: post@drapenihavet.no
Website: www.drapenihavet.no

Follow us on Social Media
Facebook: @drapenihavet
Twitter: @drapenihavet
Instagram: drapenihavet
Linkedin: Dråpen i Havet
Snapchat: drapenihavet
Org. number:
915990347
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